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Summary 

 
•  Speciation without barriers 
 
•  Partial barriers and Ring species  

•  Coevolution in predator-prey populations 



1. Speciation without barriers 



Evolution by natural selection 



Speciation 



Allopatry: the basic mechanism of speciation: 

Geographic isolation leads to Reproductive isolation. 



 
a)  finite population with initially identical individuals randomly distributed in space 

L periodic boundary conditions 

L 

SPECIATION WITHOUT BARRIERS 



 
b)  haploid and hemafroditic individuals with genome represented by a 

sequence of B loci with two alleles  
 
 



(c)   sexual reproduction with recombination and mutation occurs if: 
 

•  individuals are not too different genetically (G) 
 
•  individuals are not too distant from each other (S) 
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Recombination and Mutation 
         (diploid phase) 

S = spatial restriction on mating 
 
G = genetic restriction on mating 
 
µ = mutation rate 
 



Time Evolution Measured in Number of Generations 

S=6  G=20  L=128  N=2000 
Q=0.3   µ=0.001   D=0.01 
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Trees in Panama Tropical Forest (BCI) 



Genetic distance between individuals of the same species 
as a function of the spatial distance 

Global patterns of speciation and diversity 
M. A. M. de Aguiar, M. Baranger, E. M. Baptestini, L. Kaufman & Y. Bar-Yam 
Nature (2009)  460, 384 
 



2. Partial barriers and Ring Species 



Greenish Warblers Birds in the Tibetan Plateau  

Irwin et al 
Science (2005) 

Genetic distances and 
geographic distances are 
strongly correlated. 
 
We conclude that there is  
no break in gene flow 
through the ring of 
populations. 
 
Genetic continuum seems 
to be unstable and ring  
might soon break down into 
separate species. 



N=4000   S=8   G=20   L=128   Q=0.3   D=0.01 











Principal Component Analysis 

Evolution and Stability of Ring Species 
Ayana B. Martins, M.A.M. de Aguiar and Y. Bar-Yam 
PNAS 110 (2013) 5080. 





Multiple partial barriers 



3. Coevolution in predator-prey populations 

Micael Nagai 
Marcus A.M. de Aguiar 



Thamnophis Sirtalis x Tarich  
 

Newt (salamander) Tarich → toxin  
 
Snake Thamnophis sirtalis → resistance to toxin 





In every case of mismatch, predators were ‘‘ahead’’ of prey in the arms race;  
the converse escape of prey was never observed. The emergent pattern suggests  
a dynamic in which interacting species experience reciprocal selection that drives  
arms-race escalation of both prey and predator phenotypes at a subset of localities  
across the interaction. This coadaptation proceeds until the evolution of extreme  
phenotypes by predators, through genes of large effect, allows snakes to,  
at least temporarily, escape the arms race. 
 



Model 
•  Individual based simulation in space 
•  Toxin and resistance are evolutionary features 
•  Production of toxin or resistance has a cost, lowering the chances of 

reproduction 
•  Sexual reproduction with assortative mating 

•  Arms race? 
•  Equilibrium? 
•  Effects of constant re-colonization by nearby communities? 
 



 
I – Genetics: two chromosomes 

Bn 

First chromosome with Bn neutral genes is used for reproductive compatibility. 
 



Bf 

A second chromosome with  Bf genes code for toxin or resistance. 
 
 
 
Notation:               allele at locus i of individual j  j
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Predators: 

Resistance level =  ∑
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Probability of reproducing after eating a prey is =  
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Predation is local, occurs in a neighborhood of size S2  
around the predator. Predator j eats prey k only if 
 
 
 
R =  internal resistance of the predators 

r j ≥ vk − R



 
Sexual reproduction occurs only if: 
 

•  individuals are not too different genetically (G) 
 
•  individuals are not too distant from each other (S) 

•  for predators they must eat first, otherwise they die 
 
 

Initial condition: population of genetically identical individuals 

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Space is a L x L grid where cells may be empty or have a single individual. 
 
Populations sizes are not constant. 
 



At each time step one cell is selected: 
 
- if empty, select another cell 

- if prey, it may die or reproduce in an empty nearby cell (needs to find  
 a compatible partner and an empty cell in neighborhood S1) 
 
-if predator, it may die, or eat a prey (needs to find prey in S2 with  
 sufficiently low toxin). If it finds a prey and eats it, it may reproduce 
 (needs to find compatible partner in S2) otherwise it dies. 
 
 
Every LxL time steps counts as 1 generation. 
 



Partial Results 
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T          Lx         Ly          IREAD    B   
P1        P2        R 
D1        R1                     S1       G1      B1F    MUT1     v_c        alpha-1   
D2        R2       K21        S2       G2      B2F    MUT2     r_c        alpha-2      
 
 
P1 = probability that a prey is placed at a site 
P2 = probability that a predator is placed at a site 
 
R1 = probability that a prey reproduces 
R2 = probability that a predator reproduces after killing 
D1 = probability that a prey dies 
D2 = probability that a predator dies 
K21 = probability that a prey is killed by a predator 
 
v_c e r_c = pontos a partir do qual o fitness cai rapidamente 
alpha_1 e alpha_2 = suavidade da curve de fitness (quanto maior mais 
abrupto) 
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t = 10000 
preys 
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Preys without predators 
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